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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Let’s see here. I’m going to invoke a vibrant pattern of the flower of life, just to see the
flower of life in a very big vibrant pattern.
I do apologize I’m getting a little feedback from the phone here. One moment. I’ll try putting it a
little further away. New phone system hooked in on the cusp of a Mercury retrograde is an
interesting thing to do. But at any rate it’s in and it’s functioning.

So the time period that we’re in here, with Venus moving into Leo and the Mercury retrograde and
a lot of difficult kind of pressure cooker things, just simply requiring for a lot more patience in life.
Now what I want to talk about today is how to work with higher self expression. So you’re
deliberately getting out of your normal responses and really seeking to commune with Higher Self
first and then respond from that level. And I think that that’s a good thing to do for really the rest
of this lifetime, just really practice the vibratory pattern of higher self expression.
So flower of life brings that energy to you and you can work with, well I’m sure you can find them
on line and print them, or you might have window decals with that on there or any number of
things.
Just work with gazing at that pattern. You should be able to call it forth in your consciousness and
meditate upon it as well. And that brings higher self expression into play.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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